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How Energy Surplus Can Lead to
Inflammation
This incisive review explains how widespread changes in the makeup
of modern diets can alter cell-to-cell communications such that they
experience nutrient excess as a form of metabolic stress. In many
individuals, this leads to maladaptive changes in the immune
response that become progressively more dysfunctional unless
dietary composition improves.
...

Over time, chronic excess in food energy expands fat tissue by increasing the size (rather than
the number) of fat cells. This seemingly simple mechanical modification in fat cells is associated
with oxygen stress and a complex reprogramming of the immune potential. Compared to human
evolutionary times, industrial societies consume much higher amounts of saturated and
omega-6 fats, especially in relation to omega-3 fats. This profound shift strongly favors the
formation of pro-inflammatory lipid mediators in the body—and an inflammatory phenotype with
greater risk for immune and cardiometabolic issues.

In clinical and pre-clinical studies, increasing regular intakes of omega-3 fats shows
cardioprotective effects and beneficially influences lipid and carbohydrate metabolism. The
consumption levels at which these salutary effects are seen are relatively modest: no more than
around 3 grams of omega-3 fats daily, by the researchers’ estimate.

Inflamed Fat Cells Lack Pro-Resolving Lipid Mediators

Compared to fat tissue in non-obese organisms, the authors state that obese
adipose has shown impaired production of several crucial metabolites of
eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), specifically
14-hydroxy-DHA (14-HDHA), 17-HDHA, 18-hydroxy-EPA (18-HEPE), RvD1, and
PD1.
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Key Points

The inflammatory response is a carefully-regulated process of altering blood flow and vessel
permeability to allow tissue infiltration with immune agents that are tasked with meeting and
vanquishing health threats. Resolution of this immune response takes place in an equally
deliberate series of events that terminate inflammatory signaling and switch to clean-up, tissue
normalization, and a return to normal immune surveillance. However, obesity and generous
intakes of pro-inflammatory dietary fats can each interfere with resolution through several
mechanisms.

Key points from this review include:
● Omega-3 fat metabolites called pro-resolving mediators (PRMs) act as a normal braking

signal for cellular inflammation messaging, helping terminate this stage of the protective
immune response and initiate resolution

● Macrophages are reprogrammed in obesity to develop an M1 phenotype secreting
chemical messengers associated with inflammation such as TNFα, IL-6, and IL-1β

● PRMs limit tissue infiltration by immune cells, instead cultivating resolution-oriented M2
macrophages aimed at clearing cellular debris

● PRMs are extremely potent in their pro-resolving influence, showing significant biological
effects at nanogram and even picogram levels

● Insulin resistance is one of the most serious and most common sequelae of adipose
inflammation, and is especially linked to visceral, or internal abdominal, fat

● Innate as well as adaptive immune cells are involved in normal insulin signaling—and
they likewise drive the development of insulin resistance during chronic inflammation

● Pre-clinical research suggests that dietary omega-3s not only heighten biosynthesis of
PRMs, they also inhibit formation of omega-6-derived mediators of inflammation such as
prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) and leukotriene B4 (LTB4)

CONCLUSION

Obesity is a complex condition, having metabolic as well as behavioral
contributing factors. Quality and quantity of dietary fat links many of these,
and this review presents compelling evidence that regular, moderate
consumption of omega-3 fats provides dependable benefits to immune
balance and insulin metabolism.
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